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Introduction
• Magnetically controlled growing rods (MCGR)
are becoming the gold standard in surgical
management for early onset scoliosis (EOS)
patients.
• However, there are still many unanswered
questions about the most effective use of this
technique.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to investigate
the effect of rod orientation and use of cross
connectors on the spinal height gain in
patients treated with MCGR.

Methods
• Retrospective study of multicenter EOS
database.
• Inclusion criteria:
 EOS patients with spine-based dual MCGR
 Minimum 2-year follow up
 Available imaging

Methods
• The first analysis compared patients by
rod orientation: standard (both rods in
standard orientation) or offset rod (one
rod in standard and the other in inverse
orientation).
• The second analysis compared the use
of cross connectors: yes (CC+) or no
(CC-).
• The three outcome measures of
interest included left and right rod
height gain and percentage change for
both T1-T12 and T1-S1 height.
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Results – Rod orientation
Rod orientation analysis
• 40 patients were divided into standard (n=13) and offset (n=27) groups.
•

At pre-operative time point there was no significant differences in
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Rod orientation
The left and right rod length gain per year, T1-T12 and T1-S1 height
percentage change was similar between groups (p>0.5).

Results – Cross connector
Cross Connector
•

In the cross connector analysis patients were grouped to CC+
(n=17) and CC- (n=23).

•

The aforementioned parameters in rod orientation section were also
similar between groups except for number of distractions per
year (CC+ 3.7 vs. CC- 3.0 per year; p=0.008).

•

To control for this difference, all three height parameters were
assessed based on height gain per distraction.

Cross connector
Height gain per distraction was not statistically different between CC+ and CC- (P>0.05).

Conclusion
• Rod orientation and presence of cross
connector do not appear to affect the rod,
thoracic, and spinal height gain in EOS
patients treated with MCGR.
• Future studies with larger sample sizes
are required to confirm the findings.

